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Focus markers in an optionally WH-in-situ language: the case of Burkinabé Bambara 

Synopsis: Linguists still disagree on whether wh-phrases should be considered as focal. In this talk, 

I present evidence from Burkinabè Bambara, a so-far undocumented variety of Bambara. Burkinabè 

Bambara is an optionally wh-in-situ language which displays four different types of focus markers. I 

argue that the interplay of a rich focus particle system together with optionality in wh-movement 

provides the perfect testing ground to investigate how different focal pragmatic imports (in the sense 

of Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina 2015, 2016) affect the grammaticality of question formation.  

Standard Bambara: I start by discussing Standard Bambara (SBM), from which Burkinabè 

Bambara is derived. SBM is a rigidly SOV Mande language spoken in Mali which is obligatorily wh-

in-situ (1) and which in fact disallows all forms of scrambling (Koopman 1992). Several African 

languages mark focus by means of focus particles, and SBM is no different. Interestingly, SBM does 

not have a single focus particle, it has three. We have high-tone dè (2), which immediately follows a 

constituent in narrow focus, irrespectively of whether this is a subject, object or an adjunct.  We have 

(low-tone) dé (3), which appears sentence-finally and places emphasis on the truth or the polarity of 

a sentence. Finally, we have sentence-final kè (4), often used in answers to yes/no questions to mark 

the answer as obvious:  

(1)  I ka mun dumu?                          (SBM) (2)  Fanta dè biro kono                      (SBM) 

 You IMPF eat what?  Fanta PRT IMPF office stays 

 ‘What are you eating?’  ‘It’s Fanta who is in the office’ 

(3)  A ma na dé!                             (SBM) (4)  N’ b’a fe kè!                                (SBM) 

 He NEG come PRT  I IMPF it.CL want PRT 

 ‘He did NOT come!’  ‘Of course I want it!’ 

Dé, dè and kè are in complementary distribution with each other, and with wh-phrases and well as 

with the polarity question marker wa. Burkinabé Bambara (BBM):  BBM is a variety of Bambara 

spoken in northern parts of Burkina Faso. BBM displays all the three focus particles found in SBM 

that we saw in (2, 3, 4). Unlike SBM, however, BBM wh-phrases may either remain in situ (as in 1) 

or appear in the left edge of the clause. In the latter case, they must be followed by the particle lo (5), 

which is only optional with fronted “why” (=muna). Lo is not peculiar to wh-questions: it may appear 

in presentational focus constructions, for instance in answers to wh-questions (6).  

his analysis of the particle ne in Kikuyu, I take lo to be a focus marker rather than the sentence’s 

copula. This is on the basis of the existence of another way of realizing copular structures in BBM, 

i.e. (8), where the element yi fully inflects for number and tense. Lo may be used in place (8) only if 

the event expressed is in the present tense, exactly like in Kikuyu, and is in fact even more restrictive 

than Kikuyu in that only one argument may be present for lo to be possible. I equally reject a cleft- 

marker analysis of lo (e.g. à la Bergvall 1987), since 

structures like (5) lack all markings of a bi-clausal 

structure. In this respect, compare (1) and (5) to 

examples (9-10), from Nguni (Sabel & Zeller 

2006:272). Like BBM, Nguni is SOV and optionally wh-in-situ: if the wh-phrase appears sentence-

initially and is prefixed by y, which Sabel and Zeller analyze as the copula, the rest of the clause bears 

the marking of a relative clause construction: notice the relative operator o and the relativizer yo.  

 

(5)  Mun lo i ka dumu?             (BBM) (6)  As answer to “Who is it?”: 

 What PRT you IMPF eat  Seydou lo                                          (BBM) 

 ‘What are you eating?’  ‘It’s Seydou’ 

Lo may also be used to mark contrast (7, 

right); in this usage, lo resembles ké in 

directly following the constituent which is 

contrasted, irrespectively of its position in 

the clause. Following Schwarz (2007) and 

  

(7)  A be ji lo mina, nga muguji tè           (BBM) 

 

 

He IMPF water lo drink, but juice NEG 

“It’s water that he is drinking, not juice” 

 

(8)  Seydou yi tche ye               (BBM) 

 Seydou COP man PRT 

 ‘Seydou is a man’ 



(9)  U-bona ini?                          (NGU) (10)  Y-ini o yi-bona-yo?                                 (NGU) 

 You- see what?  COP-what RC you-Obj.CL-see RV 

 ‘What do you see?’  What is it that you see? 

Optionally focal WHs: Wh-phrases have been argued to be inherently focal (see Beck 2009, i.a.), to 

be focal only under specific readings (Cable 2009, i.a.), to only be focal in matrix questions (Rizzi 

1997, 2001, i.a.). BBM provides support for Aboh’s (2008) analysis of wh-words as constituents 

which may be focused, but need not be: wh-phrases in BBM may front, in which case they are 

obligatorily accompanied by a focus marker, but may also remain in situ, in which case no focus 

marker is present. Moreover, this process is clearly possible in matrix questions as well. In both 

respects, BBM is reminiscent of question formation in Oromo, a Cushitic SOV language which, 

unlike BBM, has wh- fronting. In Oromo, a fronted WH may or may not accompanied by the focus 

marker tu (Yiman 1988:370) (11-12); if tu is present, the wh-element is interpreted contrastively. 

Whereas (12) may be an appropriate follow-up question to “John didn’t come” -in which case (12) 

would roughly translate as “Then who did (come)?”-, the question in (11) would not be.   

(11)  Eennu dufe?                         (ORM) (12)  Eennu-tu dufe?                            (ORM) 

 Who came?  Who- PRT came? 

The peculiarity of BBM lies in the fact that contrastive and non-contrastive wh-phrases are not only 

distinguished by the presence vs. lack of a focus particle, but also by the presence vs. lack of fronting. 

The fact that the focus marker lo only pops up whenever the wh- element is fronted also establishes 

a direct link between focalization (in this case of a wh-phrase) and the left periphery (see Rizzi 1997).  

Types of focus. There is abundant literature on focus-particle strategies in African languages and 

there is at least some literature on focus particles in conjunction with wh-phrases, but -to the best of 

my knowledge- there is no literature on the question of how different types of focus particles fare in 

interrogative structures. Recent work by Bianchi, Bocci and Cruschina (2015, 2016) has highlighted 

the need to assume the existence of different pragmatic imports for constituents in focus. A language 

like BBM is particularly relevant in light of Bianchi, Bocci and Cruschina’s work in that it clearly 

distinguishes different focal pragmatic imports by means of different focus particles. Based on the 

pragmatic interpretation of the sentences where lo, dé, dè and kè occur, it seems sensible to assume 

that whereas dè, dé and ké are used to signal various types of emphatic (corrective and mirative) foci, 

lo marks the presence of a simply contrastive focus. Crucially, whereas dé, dè and kè are incompatible 

with a wh-phrase, lo is not. Not only is lo compatible with wh-phrases, it is mandatory when these 

are fronted. This suggests that (i) wh-phrases are not always focalized (ii) wh-phrases may be 

focalized, and (iii) whenever they are, they must be contrastively focalized: no other focal pragmatic 

import seems to be compatible with a genuine matrix interrogative structure.   

Upshot. The question of whether wh-phrases are compatible with constituents in focus and the 

(connected) question of whether or not wh-phrases should themselves be considered as focal should 

also be considered from a pragmatic point of view: it is essential that we also start investigating how 

the pragmatic type of a focus impacts the grammaticality of interrogative structures. Considering a 

typologically wider language sample can help us do just that, as shown by BBM.  
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